
The Collection
Join us for a Opening Party on: Saturday, December 16th, 2023 | 6–9pm
Previews Start: December 8th, 2023
Runs thru February 24th, 2024
Open Wednesday–Sunday, 12–6pm
61 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11201

Eleventh Hour Art presents The Collection, a group show featuring the best work from their
resident and guest artists that brings together a vibrant showcase of color, shape, form, and
community.

Eleventh Hour Art began two years with two artists in a shared studio space in DUMBO. When
they serendipitously began to collide with other artists, something magical clicked and they grew
into a working gallery. Since paint-splattered floors turned to sunlit gallery walls, Eleventh Hour
Art has worked with nine resident artists and fourteen guest artists, presenting seven exhibitions
in their newly renovated ground floor gallery and studio space in Brooklyn Heights.

The Collection features the best works from their artists, all created in the past two years
specifically for Eleventh Hour Art. The poster is an image of the wall of Polaroids that founder
Lindsey Acree keeps and continues to add to, humorously honored on the gallery bathroom
wall. The photos capture each artist that has shown work, friends and family at openings, the
two-man construction crew that fixes every leaky pipe, the beloved woman who helps clean,
collectors standing proudly with their acquisitions, moms, brothers, lovers, and friends. Like the
wall of Polaroids, the exhibition’s selected works capture snapshots of vibrant emotions. Each
artist’s distinct style emanates into the space with bold color, shape, form, and emotional impact
that combines to form a beautiful whole; each work bringing out the best in the work it hangs
alongside. As you walk through the gallery, the intertextuality of each piece shines through to
make you laugh, reminisce, and wonder. But most of all, it beckons you to linger, and to become
a part of the Eleventh Hour Art family.

After only two years in existence, The Collection cements Eleventh Hour Art as a central
creative force in New York, bringing together a growing family of emerging artists and diverse art
lovers. Come celebrate the opening of Eleventh Hour Art’s group show on Saturday, December
16th from 6–9pm, and you might just get your own Polaroid on the bathroom wall.

Artists: Aleah Leary, Alejandro Portela, Andrew George, Carter Shocket, Ginger Snow, Lindsey
Acree, Sophie Haulman, Yung-wu, and Yusuke Okada

www.eleventhhourart.com | instagram.com/eleventhhour_art
Eleventh Hour Art: 61 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11201
Open Wednesday–Sunday, 12–6pm and by appointment
All inquiries: info@eleventhhourart.com
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